Is this it?

Is this all I can expect from this living lark?
Actualizer examines vast existential preoccupations with a worm's-eye view of professional and personal life, elegantly connecting our means to our ends.

It's a soft-spoken, shrewd, funny and touchingly interactive seminar on self-change.
A dizzying construction that succeeds in accessing emotion through intellectual complexity.

All things change, but only people can choose to change themselves and no organization can change its patterns or any other facet of its operation unless its individual members change.

Actualizer presents ways to overcome self-doubt, the pervasive experience that causes many talented people to be dissatisfied with themselves and their lives, affecting their fundamental beliefs about themselves.

Actualizer deals with delusions, illusions and disillusionments in the workplace, blends together mindtraps and propellers into a single strain of aching resonance, climaxing with an astonishing to dos pileup.
The dialogue never crackles, the special effects never pop and the action never falters.

If a self-defeating attitude is eating away job satisfaction and responsibility. If you're up to some unspecified no-good.
Meet your nemesis.